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ABSTRACT
Heitkamp, Caleb R. M.S.M.E., Purdue University, May 2018. Experimental Wave and
Material Property Measurements for an Elastomer Binder and Particulate Composite
Material.
Major Professors: Jeﬀrey F. Rhoads and J. Stuart Bolton, School of
Mechanical Engineering.
The purpose of the work discussed here is to characterize the wave and material
properties of polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs) at high frequencies. Knowing these
properties could assist in the on-going development of methods for the detection and
neutralization of improvised explosive devices (IEDs). The goal of this research was
to experimentally measure these properties for mock energetic materials and develop
a numerical model to replicate the experiment for the purpose of fully understanding
and potentially bypassing the experimental procedures. Common materials science
experiments were also performed on the materials studied in this work in order to
maximize the ﬁdelity of the numerical model by providing more accurate material
properties. The end goal of this work was to have the capability to estimate the
high frequency wave properties of energetic materials, solely by means of common
materials science experiments and a numerical model.
Prior work has provided comparatively few wave speed measurements for the
binder materials commonly used with PBX materials. Furthermore, the measurements that have been reported are largely based upon rudimentary ‘pitch and catch’
methodologies, which involve sending a pulse from one transducer to another transducer, located a set distance apart, and measuring the time of ﬂight. Given this,
a more rigorous method for determining longitudinal and shear wave speeds in this
important class of materials was desired. In this work, an alternative method for
measuring material wave speeds is presented. The technique involved measuring the
vibrational response along a line across the surface of a beam in response to a mechan-

xi
ical excitation, and then analyzing the data in the frequency-wavenumber domain via
wavenumber decomposition. Wave speeds for a neat Sylgard 184 sample, a binder
material for PBXs, and a Sylgard 184 composite sample (a mock energetic material)
were measured and reported.
In addition, the elastic wave behavior was simulated in a 2D numerical model of a
neat Sylgard 184 beam to more completely understand the results of the experiment.
The vibrational response was extracted from the model and the same wavenumber decomposition technique was applied to analyze the data in the frequency-wavenumber
domain. Comparisons of the wave properties from the experiment and numerical
model were made.
Quasi-static tensile and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) tests were conducted
on the neat binder and mock energetic materials. The results provided information
on the inﬂuence of a mock energetic material’s solids loading on material properties.
Based on the resulting elastic moduli, the Poisson’s ratio was calculated using the
material wave speeds and densities also reported in this document.
Overall, this eﬀort provides important information on the wave properties of PBX
materials at high frequencies. Going forward, the methods provided here have the
ability to characterize additional materials and to assist in the development of more
accurate numerical models for the purpose of predicting these wave properties. The
wave properties provided in this work may assist in the development of IED detection
and neutralization technologies.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
Given the threat of improvised explosive devices (IEDs), there is an ongoing push to
develop trace detection methods for explosives [1, 2]. Of the various detection methods, vapor detection techniques have been of interest in recent years, but are still
diﬃcult to realize because of the low vapor pressures of explosives [1, 2]. However,
vapor pressures are greatly aﬀected by temperature and small increases in temperature can lead to notable increases in the vapor pressure [1, 3]. An increase in vapor
pressure would directly increase the likelihood of detecting IEDs.
In prior work, it has been shown that energetic materials are susceptible to weak,
external insults, such as mechanical and acoustical excitations, which can induce an
increase in temperature [4]. Such excitations can enhance the detectability of hidden
explosive threats, and in some cases, provide a potential pathway for IED defeat.
Based on promising, preliminary experimental results, it has been theorized that
tailored acoustical waves could serve as a suitable source of stand-oﬀ excitation [5].
For this technique to be the most eﬀective, the wave speeds of the energetic materials
must be characterized to maximize the transmission of the tailored acoustic waves into
the energetic material, hence increasing the likelihood of raising the local temperatures
and detecting the explosives.
Speciﬁcally, the longitudinal and shear material wave speeds are two important
wave properties when constructing these tailored acoustic waves. However, prior work
has provided comparatively few wave speed measurements for the binder materials
commonly used with polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs). Furthermore, those measurements that have been reported are largely based upon rudimentary, ‘pitch and
catch’ methodologies, which involve sending a pulse from one transducer to another
transducer, located a set distance apart, and measuring the time of ﬂight. Given this,
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a more rigorous method for determining longitudinal and shear wave speeds in this
important class of materials was desired.
The wave property experiment described here provides a clear visualization of wave
dispersions, mode cut-on frequencies, and a more accurate longitudinal wave speed
measurement than the common, elementary ‘pitch and catch’ method. A numerical
model was developed to replicate the elastic wave behavior in these materials and to
optimize the process of gaining these high frequency wave properties. It is desired
that the wave properties could be accurately predicted by using a numerical model in
conjunction with the results from common materials science experiments to provide
the material input parameters.
In order to gain a better understanding of common material characterization, the
two methods used in the work (described in Chapter 4), along with additional quasistatic and dynamic testing methods, are described in the following two sections. In
Section 1.3, the wavenumber decomposition technique is explained, as it is an essential
tool used in the work described in both Chapters 2 and 3.

1.1

Quasi-Static Material Characterization Methods

1.1.1

Uniaxial Tensile and Compressive Tests

Uniaxial tensile and compressive tests are simple and eﬀective methods of characterizing important material properties in response to a quasi-static load. For tensile
tests, dogbone-shaped samples are elongated by an increasing tensile load applied
across the length of the sample. The tensile testing machine uses a constant elongation rate to pull the sample apart while simultaneously measuring the applied load
and elongations. The sample will typically fracture and load-elongation data will be
recorded during the test. Since this data is dependent on the sample geometry, load
and elongation are normalized to engineering stress and strain to produce stress-strain
data [6]. Some of the material properties that can be determined from this data are
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the elastic modulus, ultimate tensile strength, and yield strength. The Poisson’s ratio
can also be derived by measuring the lateral strain during a tensile test.
Compressive tests are similar to tensile tests except that the applied force is compressive. Tensile tests are more common since they are easier to perform and essentially give the same properties. Compressive tests are used when material properties
are studied under large strains or when the material is very brittle in tension.
In this research, uniaxial tensile tests were conducted on neat Sylgard 184, a PBX
binder material, as well as two particulate composite materials representing PBX
compositions. Previous work has shown that the elastic modulus of neat Sylgard
184 is dependent on curing time. By measuring compressional stress under a ﬁxed
normal strain, Roure et al. estimated the elastic modulus of Sylgard 184 to be 1.5
MPa after curing for 4 hr at 65◦ C, 2.0 MPa after curing for 12 hr at 65◦ C, and up to
2.5 MPa after curing for 168 hr at 65◦ C [7]. Johnston et al. conducted quasi-static
compressive and tensile tests on neat Sylgard 184 at various curing temperatures.
Curing the Sylgard at room temperature (25◦ C) for 48 hr gave an elastic modulus of
1.32±0.07 MPa and an ultimate tensile strength of 5.13±0.55 MPa [8].

1.1.2

Flexural Bending Test

The bending properties, e.g. ﬂexural modulus and ﬂexural strength, of a material
can be measuring by performing a ﬂexural bending test. These tests are typically
conducted by placing a sample between two supports and applying a load in the
middle with a third or fourth support, referred to as 3- and 4-point bend tests,
respectively. The stress is calculated from sample thickness, the bending moment,
and the moment of inertia of the cross section [6]. As in the tensile and compressive
tests, stress-strain plots are recorded. The 3-point bend test can provide the ﬂexural
modulus as well as the fracture toughness. Flexural bending tests are more suited for
the characterization of brittle materials as compared to tensile tests.
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1.1.3

Indentation Test

In common indentation tests, a hard tip, such as diamond, with known mechanical
properties is forced into a material whose properties are unknown. The load on
the indenter tip is gradually increased until it achieves a speciﬁed value. Next, the
load is removed and the depth or size of the indentation is measured and is then
associated with a hardness number depending on the scale being used [6]. A reduced
elastic modulus can be estimated by examining the load-displacement curve obtained
during the loading and unloading of the indenter [9]. These indentation tests can be
conducted on the macro- to nano- scale. The advantage of these tests is that they
are non-destructive, inexpensive, and easy to perform [6]. However, the results may
be diﬃcult to interpret.

1.2

Dynamic Material Characterization Methods

1.2.1

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis and Time-Temperature Superposition Techniques

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is a technique in which the mechanical properties of materials can be measured as a function of time, temperature, and frequency.
A DMA testing device is especially useful for investigating viscoelastic materials and
their dynamic behavior. When subject to deformations, viscoelastic materials exhibit
both elastic and viscous properties. A DMA testing device characterizes this behavior
by applying a small oscillatory force (stress) and measuring the resulting displacement (strain). In the case of a perfectly elastic material, the stress and strain will be
in phase with each other. In a perfectly viscous material, the stress and stress will
be 90 degrees out-of-phase with each other. Viscoelastic materials display behavior
somewhere in between these two extremes; this behavior is described by the dynamic
(or complex) modulus (E ∗ ) which is composed of two parts, the storage modulus (E ’ )
and the loss modulus (E ’’ ): i.e.,
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E ∗ = E ’ + iE ’’

(1.1)

where i2 = −1. The storage modulus is the elastic component and characterizes
the stored energy. The loss modulus is the viscous component and characterizes the
energy dissipated as heat. These components of the dynamic modulus are given by:

E’ =

σ0
cos δ
0

(1.2)

E ’’ =

σ0
sin δ
0

(1.3)

where σ0 is the stress amplitude, 0 is the strain amplitude, and δ is the phase angle
between the stress and strain. The ratio between the loss and storage modulus is
deﬁned as the loss factor (tan δ) and is a measure of material damping [10].
While a DMA can provide material properties as a function of frequency, most
devices can only measure over a small frequency range (typically 10−2 to 102 Hz).
However, time-temperature equivalence implies that the viscoelastic behavior at one
temperature can be related to another temperature by a change in only the timescale
[11]. With this relationship, the frequency range can be expanded by using a timetemperature superposition (TTS) technique. By experimentally measuring the viscoelastic material properties within a small range of frequencies at various temperatures, the time-temperature relationship can be used to compute a translation factor.
The translation factor can be used to shift the material properties to an expanded
frequency range at a reference temperature. The translation factor can be computed
using the common Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation:

log(aT ) =

−C1 (T − Tr )
C2 + (T − Tr )

(1.4)

where T is the temperature, Tr is the reference temperature, and C1 , C2 are empirical
constants adjusted to ﬁt the values of the superposition parameter aT [12]. Thompson,
DeLuca, and Wright have characterized PBX materials including PBX 9501, PBX
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9502, PBXN-110, PBXN-9, and HPP at high frequencies using the TTS method [14].
However, TTS does have its limitations: e.g., the samples must be homogeneous,
isotropic, and thermorheologically simple [13].

1.2.2

Impulse Excitation Technique

The impulse excitation technique (IET) is another material characterization technique that involves exciting a material of a predeﬁned shape by a small mechanical
pulse and recording its vibrational response by a transducer. The acquired signal
is analyzed to measure the resonant frequencies. Depending on the location of the
supports and pulse, ﬂexural or shear properties can be measured. The resonant frequencies, sample dimensions, and the mass of the sample can be used to calculate the
dynamic elastic modulus, dynamic shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio [15].

1.3

Wavenumber Decomposition of a Vibrational Response
Wavenumber decomposition is a method that can be used to depict vibration in

the wavenumber-frequency domain, and this procedure facilitates the visualization of
various wave types propagating in a material. In the wavenumber-frequency domain,
the wave properties of materials can be determined more comprehensively than in
the space-frequency domain. Space-frequency vibration data can be converted into
wavenumber-frequency data by applying a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to the
spatial data.
In the resulting wavenumber-frequency data, wave types become clearly visible.
Areas of high amplitude along either straight or curved lines indicate waves propagating within the material. The phase speed at (k, ω), where k is wavenumber and ω is
angular frequency, is cp = ω/k and the group speed is cg = ∂ω/∂k. For non-dispersive
waves, such as (usually) compression and shear waves, the phase speed is constant
and equal to the group speed, thus resulting in a straight line in the wavenumber-
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frequency domain [5]. The wavenumber decomposition technique is applied to both
the experimental and numerical data in this work.
Similar wavenumber techniques have been applied within the context of other
applications in literature. Bolton, Song, and Kim utilized the wavenumber decomposition technique to experimentally measure the speeds of waves propagating in
pneumatic tires. Their analysis clearly depicted distinct wave types, and it allowed
for the measurement of propagation speeds, as well as cut-on frequencies [16]. Later,
Jessop and Bolton used this method to identify a tire cavity mode and study the
surface vibration and sound radiation associated with this mode [17]. The wavenumber decomposition technique has also been used on viscoelastic materials to study the
topology of the dispersion relation of axisymmetric waves in cylindrical structures [18].

1.4

Overview of Thesis
In Chapter 2, an alternative to the ‘pitch and catch’ method for measuring material

wave speeds in response to a mechanical excitation is described. The material wave
speeds for a PBX binder and a representative mock energetic composite are also
given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the development of a numerical model is described
with the intent of replicating the experimental data for the neat binder material for
the purpose of replacing the wave property experiment with a numerical calculation.
Lastly, in Chapter 4, the dynamic and quasi-static material properties of the neat
and surrogate materials tested in this work are given. The thesis concludes with a
summary and conclusions in Chapter 5, and suggestions for future work are given in
Chapter 6.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF NEAT BINDER AND
PARTICULATE COMPOSITE MATERIAL WAVE SPEEDS OBTAINED USING
WAVENUMBER DECOMPOSITION
2.1

Introduction
In prior literature, there are details of multiple ‘pitch and catch’ techniques to mea-

sure the wave speeds associated with dispersive materials. For example, to measure
the material wave speeds for a variety of polymeric solids, Hartmann and Jarzynski
used an immersion technique, in which the specimen and two transducers were immersed in a liquid and ultrasonic pulses were sent from one transducer to the other,
both with and without the specimen in the path of the sound beam [19]. Fritz et al.
measured wave velocities for the plastic-bonded explosive PBX-9501 [20] by using a
rarefaction-overtake technique previously described by McQueen et al. [21]. A similar
study made use of the ‘pitch and catch’ method to ﬁnd the longitudinal wave speed
for neat Sylgard 184, the PBX binder material used in this work, which was estimated
to be 1100 m/s [22].
In this work, an alternative method for measuring material wave speeds and observing various wave-types is presented. The capability to distinguish amongst various
wave-types allows for a more accurate determination of the longitudinal wave speeds,
as compared to the ‘pitch and catch’ method. The technique involved measuring the
surface velocities along the top of a beam fabricated from the material of interest. The
vibration data was obtained using a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV), and
then a multi-dimensional Fourier transform was applied to the data to yield frequencywavenumber data. Subsequently, a known wavenumber decomposition technique was
used to distinguish the various wave-types and determine the material wave speeds.
By utilizing this alternative technique, the inﬂuence of neat Sylgard 184 curing time
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on the mechanical compliance and wave speeds was explored. A mock energetic composite material was also cast into beams, with sugar being the crystalline material
and Sylgard 184 as the binder material. These composite beams were tested to determine the material wave speeds using the same experimental method. For comparison
purposes, the classic ‘pitch and catch’ technique was also applied to measure the wave
speeds of the neat Sylgard 184 samples.

2.2

Sample Preparation

2.2.1

Neat Sylgard 184

Sylgard 184 is a cross-linking elastomer and was the binder material used in this
work, as it can be used as a PBX binder material. Test samples were fabricated using
the Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit produced by Dow Corning Corporation [23].
The two-part kit includes a base and a curing agent. The Sylgard 184 was mixed
at a 10:1 base-to-curative ratio. The solution was placed in a Charles Ross & Son
Company DPM-1QT vacuum mixer until all of the air bubbles were removed from the
mixture. The degassed Sylgard 184 was then poured into a 30 cm x 2.54 cm x 1.81 cm
aluminum mold. The Sylgard 184 was cured in a Grieve Corporation NBS-400 oven
at 60◦ C for various times. Previous work has shown that the modulus of elasticity of
Sylgard 184 increases with increasing curing time [7]. The samples were cured for 4,
12, and 168 hr to yield samples with diﬀerent stiﬀnesses. Three samples of each cure
time were fabricated for this eﬀort. The bottom sample in Fig. 2.1 is a neat Sylgard
184 sample.

2.2.2

Composite Sylgard 184

Composite samples were produced using 50% and 85% sugar by mass to represent
a mock energetic material. Sugar was used in place of RDX crystals as they have
similar densities and particle sizes. All of the sugar was sieved to more closely match
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Figure 2.1. (top) A 50% sugar loaded Sylgard 184 sample and (bottom)
a neat Sylgard 184 sample. Notice the reﬂective silver paint on the neat
Sylgard 184 sample.

Table 2.1.
Measured mass and calculated density for all of the neat Sylgard 184
beams.
Sample

Mass (g)

Density (kg/m3 )

00-004-01

137.2

994.8

00-004-02

137.7

998.4

00-004-03

137.3

995.5

Average

137.4

996.2

00-012-01

138.4

1003.5

00-012-02

136.7

991.1

00-012-03

137.1

994.0

Average

137.4

996.2

00-168-01

136.7

991.1

00-168-02

136.8

991.9

00-168-03

136.3

988.2

Average

136.6

990.4
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Table 2.2.
Measured mass and calculated density for all of the composite Sylgard
184 beams.
Sample

Mass (g)

Density (kg/m3 )

50-004-01

168.8

1223.9

50-004-02

166.6

1207.9

50-004-03

168.9

1224.6

Average

168.1

1218.8

85-004-01

174.7

1266.7

85-004-02

168.1

1218.8

85-004-03

160.4

1163.0

Average

167.7

1216.1
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the particle size distribution of RDX in PBXN-109 [24]. Sugar particles were sieved
to be between 106-355 µm by using a W.S. Tyler Ro-Tap RX 29-E Pure Sieve Shaker.
The 50% sugar composite samples were made by ﬁrst mixing the binder using the
Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit. The Sylgard 184 was again mixed at a 10:1 baseto-curative ratio and placed in the vacuum mixer until all of the air bubbles were
removed. The sugar inclusions were added to the Sylgard 184 and mixed by hand in
two steps to ease the mixing process. The mixture was placed in the vacuum mixer
until all of the air bubbles were removed, and poured into the 30 cm x 2.54 cm x
1.81 cm aluminum mold. All of the 50% sugar composite samples were cured in a
Grieve Corporation NBS-400 oven at 60◦ C for 4 hr. The 85% sugar loaded composite
solution was prepared similarly to the 50% solution with the exception of the mixing
method. While the 50% solution could be mixed by hand, the 85% solution was mixed
using a ResodynTM acoustic mixer in two steps to produce a homogeneous solution.
The top sample shown in Fig. 2.1 is a 50% composite sample.

2.2.3

Sample Nomenclature

In this chapter, all of the samples will be referred to by a seven digit code, as
shown in Fig. 2.2, with the ﬁrst two digits indicating the percent of sugar by mass;
the next three digits indicating the curing time in hours; and the last two representing
the sample number. For example, sample 00-004-01 contains no sugar (neat Sylgard
184), was cured for 4 hrs, and is sample 1.

Figure 2.2. A schematic of the seven digit sample nomenclature.
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2.2.4

Sample Mass and Density

The mass of each sample tested in this experiment was measured and, using the
mold dimensions, the densities were subsequently calculated. These results are shown
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

2.3

Methods and Data Processing

2.3.1

Pitch and Catch Experiment

To demonstrate the advantage of the wavenumber decomposition technique, an
elementary ‘pitch and catch’ experiment was performed on all of the neat Sylgard
184 samples. The wave speeds in these experiments were determined by measuring
the time delay of a pulse traveling across the length of a beam. A pulse with a
repetition rate of 70 Hz and width of 10 µs, generated using an Agilent 33250A Arbitrary Waveform Generator, was ampliﬁed using a Mini-Circuits LZY-22+ ampliﬁer,
and was transmitted to the ‘sending’ Steiner & Martins SMD20T8R111 piezoelectric
transducer coupled to one side of a neat Sylgard 184 beam. Another piezoelectric
transducer of the same type was coupled to the opposite end of the beam to measure
the resulting waves; this transducer can be referred to as the ‘receiving’ transducer.
Note that both transducers were coupled to the sample beam using uncured Sylgard
184 as an ultrasonic couplant. The voltage signals across both the ‘sending’ and
‘receiving’ transducers were recorded using an oscilloscope with a sampling rate of
200 MHz and 4096 averages were taken to reduce the noise ﬂoor. A zero-phase digital
low-pass ﬁlter with a cut-oﬀ frequency of 1.5 MHz was applied to remove frequency
components below 100 Hz. The ﬁrst peak of both signals was located and the corresponding time delay was used to calculate the wave speed of the material. Due
to the high attenuation of the sugar loaded Sylgard 184 samples, no signal could be
recorded at the ‘receiving’ transducer. Therefore, no ‘pitch and catch’ measurements
were taken with these samples.
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2.3.2

Data Acquisition for Wavenumber Decomposition

The following procedures were used to acquire the data necessary for calculating
the material wave speeds via wavenumber decomposition. A Polytec MSA-400 scanning laser Doppler vibrometer was used to characterize the vibrational response of
the top surface of a beam by measuring the normal surface velocities. A Newmark
Systems NLE-300 high precision positioning stage, with an accuracy of ±4 µm and
repeatability of 0.5 µm, was used to translate the beam relative to the measurement
laser. The vibrational response along a line across the top surface was measured and
and recorded. To record the surface velocities at a single point, a National Instruments PCI-6259 data acquisition system was triggered at the start of the excitation
sweep. A silver reﬂective paint was applied to the neat Sylgard 184 beam to improve
its reﬂectivity. To provide a mechanical excitation to the sample, a Steiner & Martins
SMD20T8R111 ultrasonic transducer was used and was attached to the cross-section
of the end of the beam by using uncured Sylgard 184 as a couplant. A bed of foam
was laid on the surface of the positioning stage to act as a vibration isolator and to
support the beam and transducer. The MSA-400 system generated a 100 Hz - 620
kHz burst chirp signal to excite the beam for the neat Sylgard 184 samples and a 50
kHz - 250 kHz burst chirp for the composite Sylgard 184 samples. The signal was
ampliﬁed by a Mini-Circuits LZY-22+ RF ampliﬁer which generated an input power
of about 2 W for the neat Sylgard 184 samples and about 5 W for the composite Sylgard 184 samples. Starting at the end of the beam where the excitation transducer
was attached, surface velocities at a single point were measured with 50 time averages
and the beam was translated in 500 µm intervals. For the neat Sylgard 184 beams,
data was recorded across the entire length of the beams for approximately 600 spatial
points or a total measured length of about 30 cm, depending on the exact length
of the beam. For the composite Sylgard 184 beams, data was recorded across the
ﬁrst 400 spatial points of the 30 cm beams for a total measured length of 20 cm. A
1.25 s time delay was implemented after each translation of the stage to ensure that
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Figure 2.3. A schematic and picture of the experimental setup used for
the neat Sylgard 184 beam [25]. Important components are labeled. Note
that the schematic is not to scale.

the test specimen was stationary before recording the next measurement. A schematic
and picture of the wavenumber decomposition experimental setup is shown in Fig.
2.3.

2.3.3

Data Processing for Wavenumber Decomposition

Time Data: As previously stated, surface velocity versus time data was acquired
through the DAQ system. Fig. 2.4 shows ﬁve sample velocity versus time average measurements in response to the burst chirp input, distributed evenly along the measured
length of the beam for both types of samples. Both ﬁgures illustrate an evolution of
the time proﬁle over space, suggesting variation in spectral content caused by wave
propagation. A window with cos2 transitions to unity over a time range of interest
was used to minimize truncation and noise eﬀects and is shown in black in Fig. 2.4.
Frequency Transform: By applying a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm, the windowed, time-averaged velocity versus time proﬁles were converted into
velocity versus frequency spectra at each physical location, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Due
to issues in signal return (mainly variations in surface reﬂectivity), a special met-
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ric was used to reject outlying points. Between a user-selected, highly-oscillatory
frequency region of interest, the spatial derivative of both the real and imaginary
components of velocity were calculated numerically. In 10 particular frequency bins
across this region of interest, any physical locations with data exceeding three standard deviations above the mean were deemed non-physical and were replaced with
linearly-interpolated points from the adjacent points. In all of the cases, no more
than seven physical points of the total number of spatial points were rejected in this
manner. Note that in Fig. 2.5(a) modes appear to ‘cut on’ above about 50 kHz and as
the frequency increases, multiple strong peaks become evident. Also, notice that the
velocity magnitude decreases along the length of the beam in both types of samples,
suggestive of dissipation in the samples.
Wavenumber Transform: A second DFT algorithm and a Hanning window
were applied to the spatial data to transform it to the wavenumber versus frequency
domain, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Note that the negative wavenumber content can be
viewed as waves traveling away from the transducer, while positive wavenumber content represents reﬂected waves traveling back towards the transducer. Individual
waves appear as curved lines of high strength at low wavenumbers and asymptotically approach a straight line thereafter: that is, the waves asymptote to the primary
(outer) wave-type. This outer wave represents the longitudinal wave propagating
within the material and the slope of the linear region of this curve is the longitudinal wave speed. In order to ﬁnd the longitudinal wave speed, frequency slices above
the modal cut-on region were analyzed to ﬁnd peaks of at least 1.5 times the standard deviation over the mean. For every frequency slice, the peak with the lowest
wavenumber was determined to be the center of the outer wave-type at that frequency. A user interface was used to allow the user to remove all of the spurious
points. Since the phase speeds, cp = ω/k, asymptote to a horizontal line when plotted against wavenumber, an exponentially decaying function cp = −ae−bk + c was ﬁt
to the data to determine the asymptotic value and hence the longitudinal wave speed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4. Time history plot for samples (a) 00-168-03 and (b) 50-004-01
at ﬁve equidistant spatial points across the beam with 1 being closest to
the transducer. A cos2 to unity window was applied and is shown in black.

of the material. A line corresponding to that wave speed was then plotted on the
wavenumber plot.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5. Magnitude of the velocity spectra depicted as a function of
distance across the beam for samples (a) 00-168-03 and (b) 50-004-01.
Note that the distance of (b) only extends to 0.2 m. Also, note that the
frequency and color bar axes are diﬀerent too. The color axis represents
velocity in dB referenced to 1 m/s.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6. Magnitude of the velocity spectra depicted as a function of
wavenumber for samples (a) 00-168-03 and (b) 50-004-01. Note the ﬁt and
value of the longitudinal material wave speed in each plot and also that
the axes have diﬀerent scales in (a) and (b). The color axis represents
velocity in dB referenced to 1 m/s.
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Figure 2.7. ‘Pitch and catch’ measurements for the 00-168-01 Sylgard
184 sample. The ‘Start time’ indicates the time of the ﬁrst peak of the
input voltage. ‘Stop time 2’ indicates the time of the ﬁrst peak in the
output voltage. The corresponding wave speed is 1050.9 m/s using these
two times. For reference, the resulting wavenumber decomposition wave
speed for this sample is also plotted here as the corresponding time of
ﬂight indicated by ‘Start time’ and ‘Stop time 1’.
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Table 2.3.
Resulting longitudinal wave speeds in m/s for the nine neat Sylgard 184
samples tested using the ‘pitch and catch’ technique.

2.4

Sample

Wave Speed (m/s)

00-004-01

1047.8

00-004-02

1049.6

00-004-03

1049.5

Average

1049.0

00-012-01

1043.7

00-012-02

1050.8

00-012-03

1049.4

Average

1048.0

00-168-01

1050.9

00-168-02

1030.2

00-168-03

1044.5

Average

1041.9

Experimental Results

2.4.1

Pitch and Catch Results

‘Pitch and catch’ data for the 00-168-01 Sylgard 184 sample is presented in Fig. 2.7.
The ﬁrst peak in both the input and output voltage is located and plotted as ‘Start
time’ and ‘Stop time 2’, respectively. The resulting wave speed is shown to the right
of ‘Stop time 2’. For reference, the measured wavenumber decomposition wave speed
for this sample is also plotted in Fig. 2.7 as a corresponding stop time using the same
start time. This stop time is plotted as ‘Stop time 1’ and the resulting wave speed is
shown to the left of this time. Table 2.3 lists the resulting wave speeds for all of the
samples.
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Table 2.4.
Resulting longitudinal wave speeds in m/s and R-squared values for nine
neat Sylgard 184 samples measured using the wavenumber decomposition
technique.
Sample

Wave Speed (m/s)

R-squared

00-004-01

1065.9

0.9984

00-004-02

1070.9

0.9978

00-004-03

1065.9

0.9614

Average

1067.6

0.9859

00-012-01

1068.2

0.9983

00-012-02

1064.3

0.9626

00-012-03

1066.5

0.9983

Average

1066.3

0.9864

00-168-01

1072.5

0.9980

00-168-02

1069.0

0.9652

00-168-03

1071.9

0.9980

Average

1071.9

0.9871

Table 2.5.
Resulting longitudinal wave speeds in m/s and R-squared values for the
three 50% composite Sylgard 184 samples measured using the wavenumber
decomposition technique.
Sample

Wave Speed (m/s)

R-squared

50-004-01

1269.7

0.9977

50-004-02

1285.8

0.9911

50-004-03

1280.3

0.9891

Average

1278.6

0.9926
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2.4.2

Wavenumber Decomposition Results

The resulting plots for the 00-168-03 sample and 50-004-01 sample are shown in
Figs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. Due to the highly dissipative nature of the 85% sugar samples,
not enough data could be collected to determine these materials’ wave speeds. Tables
2.4 and 2.5 show the complete longitudinal wave speed results for the samples tested,
except for the 85% samples.

2.5

Inductance, Capacitance, and Resistance Test of the Excitation Transducer
A (Keysight E4980AL) benchtop inductance, capacitance, and resistance (LCR)

meter was used to measure the electrical properties of the SMD20T8R111 piezoelectric
transducer used in the wave speed measurements. The purpose of conducting this
test was to determine if any of the electrical resonance frequencies of the transducer
correlated with any of the features in the resulting frequency-wavenumber plots. A
frequency sweep of 100 Hz - 300 kHz at a 100 mV peak-to-peak excitation was used.
The resulting impedance and phase angle is shown versus frequency in Fig. 2.8.

2.6

Discussion

2.6.1

Pitch and Catch Experiment

The measured wave speeds determined by using the ‘pitch and catch’ method
were all slower than the wave speeds measured using the wavenumber decomposition
technique. A short delay at the receiving transducer was expected because of the
diﬃculty of measuring the exact instance that the pulse is received. The leading
wave can be small, which creates a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, thus making
it more diﬃcult to locate the start of the leading wave. Most of the uncertainty in
the ‘pitch and catch’ method comes with locating where the wave starts and stops
on the time data. As seen in Fig. 2.7, a slight deviation in the calculation of the
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Figure 2.8. Impedance and phase angle of the SMD20T8R111 transducer
over a frequency range of 100 Hz - 300 kHz.
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time delay can lead to a rather large deviation in wave speed. The advantage of
using the detailed wavenumber decomposition approach is the ability to distinguish
the non-dispersive longitudinal wave from the dispersive waves, which allows many
points to be ﬁt to the material wave speed, as compared to just two data points in
the ‘pitch and catch’ method.

2.6.2

Wavenumber Decomposition

For the neat Sylgard 184 results, note how well the calculated wave speed line
ﬁts to the linear portion of the outer wave on the frequency-wavenumber plot in
Fig. 2.6(a). Also looking at this ﬁgure, various wave-types can be distinguished as
having parabolic shapes; as frequency increases, new wave-types ‘cut on’ and each
of these is associated with a transverse mode of the beam. The horizontal lines on
this plot have been found to line up with the resonant frequencies of the excitation
transducer, which can be seen in Fig. 2.8. The experiments conducted for all of the
neat Sylgard 184 samples cured for 4, 12, and 168 hr are shown in Table 2.4. With the
exception of the 00-004-02 result, there was a slight, but not very signiﬁcant increase
in the material longitudinal wave speed as the curing time was increased.
It can be observed in Figs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 that the composite Sylgard 184 material
dissipates energy much more quickly than the neat Sylgard 184 material, as evidenced
by the fact that the surface velocities decrease more rapidly along the length of the
beam in the composite material. Due to this diﬀerence in material properties, it was
quite diﬃcult to capture data at higher frequencies in the more dissipative composite
samples. However, by narrowing the burst chirp frequency range and adding more
power to the excitation transducer, enough data was captured to ﬁt a material wave
speed for all three of these samples. The ﬁt of this wave speed can be observed in
Fig. 2.6(b). Note that, due to the higher dissipation in the 50% composite, not as
many wave-types are captured here and there is less data in the positive wavenumber
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region than in the neat Sylgard 184 samples. The wave speeds of the composite
samples were all greater than that of the neat Sylgard 184.
The primary source of experimental error would be the user error associated with
the alignment of the sample and stage under the ﬁxed laser beam at the beginning
of a test. Another source of experimental error, as manifested in the velocity versus
time data, are the variations in the LDV measurements, as the surface may not be
uniformly coated with the reﬂective silver paint due to ‘speckles’. The same concept
also applies to the uneven surface of the composite Sylgard 184 samples. Variations
of the LDV measurements were more of an issue in the composite samples than the
neat samples. These defects aﬀect the amount of signal return to the LDV and can
lead to deviations in data at a single spatial point. Another source of experimental
error stems from the uncertainty in the motion of the positioning stage. Errors in
the data processing potentially include user intervention and decisions to determine
the points for the wave speed ﬁtting. This may cause some ﬁtting bias due to an
improper identiﬁcation of the outermost wave.

2.7

Conclusions
Due to the fact that most of the wave speed measurements for the binder materials

commonly used with PBX materials are largely based upon rudimentary methodologies, a more rigorous method of measuring material wave speeds was desired. In
this work, an alternative method for measuring material wave speeds has been presented, which involved applying a multi-dimensional Fourier transform to the measured velocity-time data and using known wavenumber decomposition techniques to
estimate the material wave speed in the frequency-wavenumber domain. The value of
this method was shown by ﬁrst exploring the eﬀects of binder curing time on material
wave speeds. Next, wave speed data for a particulate composite material was provided by using the same technique. A ‘pitch and catch’ experiment was performed to
demonstrate the disadvantages of this method and the advantages of the wavenum-
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ber decomposition technique. The wavenumber decomposition technique was able to
measure the wave speeds for the 50% sugar-loaded Sylgard 184 samples, while the
‘pitch and catch’ method could not. The main advantages of using the wavenumber
decomposition technique are that the non-dispersive longitudinal wave can be distinguished from the dispersive waves and that many points are used to ﬁt the material
wave speed as compared to just two points in the ‘pitch and catch’ method; hence,
leading to a more robust prediction of material wave speed. The alternative method
presented in this chapter provides an accurate and convenient method to determine
the longitudinal wave speeds and wave dispersion in materials.
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3. NUMERICAL MODEL OF A 2D NEAT SYLGARD 184 BEAM
3.1

Introduction
As a continuation of the experimental measurements of longitudinal wave speeds

(described in Chapter 2), a 2D numerical model was developed in an attempt to
replicate the elastic wave behavior seen in the neat Sylgard 184 experimental data.
The end goal was to optimize the process of acquiring high frequency material wave
properties by utilizing a numerical model in conjunction with common materials science experiments to bypass the wave property experiment described in Chapter 2.
The model’s material properties were deﬁned from values found in the literature,
aside from the Poisson’s ratio and the proportional damping. Two test cases in which
diﬀerent values for proportional damping were used were conducted. A transient response of the elastic wave behavior was simulated and the resulting numerical surface
velocity data was extracted from the model. This data was processed using the same
approach used in the experiment to yield similar frequency versus wavenumber data.
To measure the longitudinal wave speeds, the same ﬁtting technique from Chapter
2 was also applied to the data. The sensitivity of the results to the utilized Poisson’s ratio was discussed and comparisons were made between the numerical and the
experimental results.

3.2

Development of a Numerical Model
The numerical model was developed by using a commercial ﬁnite element software

package. The geometry was a 2D rectangular model of a neat Sylgard 184 beam
with dimensions 2.5 cm x 30 cm. The linear elastic material was deﬁned with the
modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, and the material density of neat Sylgard 184.
The modulus of elasticity used here was estimated as 2.0 MPa which corresponds
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to literature values for Sylgard 184 cured for 12 hr at 65◦ C [7]. The Poisson’s ratio
for Sylgard 184 has no deﬁnitive value in the literature, but has been found to lie
between 0.45 and 0.5 [8, 26]. When assuming strains below 45%, the Poisson’s ratio
is approximately 0.5; however, a value of less than 0.5 must be used to avoid inﬁnite
moduli [8,28]. It is also important to note that small variations in the Poisson’s ratio
can result in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent values of wave speeds. Here the Poisson’s ratio
was chosen to be ν = 0.49972, as that value results in a wave speed close to the
experimental result. The material density used here was 1030 kgm−3 [23]. Table 3.1
summarizes the parameters used in the numerical model. The longitudinal wave speed
(csolid,l ) in a homogeneous 3-dimensional solid can be calculated by:
s
csolid,l =

E(1 − ν)
,
ρ(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

(3.1)

where E is the elastic modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, and ρ is the material density [29]. Given these assumed material properties and using Eq. (3.1), the predicted
longitudinal wave speed in the numerical model is 1075.5 m/s. The boundary conditions of the model are shown in Fig. 3.1; a ﬁxed boundary load was distributed
equally in the positive x-direction as a force per unit length on the left side and the
remaining three sides were free. The ﬁxed load was a Gaussian pulse, as shown in
Fig. 3.2(a), and it was deﬁned by a Gaussian RMS width or standard deviation of
5 × 10−8 , and a peak at 1 ms; the broad frequency spectrum of the pulse can be seen
in Fig. 3.2(b). A structured quadrilateral (or mapped) mesh with a uniform element
size of 0.25 mm was used for this model. In the model, Rayleigh or proportional
damping was used, deﬁned by:

c = αdM m + βdK k,

(3.2)

where c is the damping matrix, m and k are the mass and stiﬀness matrices, respectively, and αdM and βdK are the Rayleigh damping coeﬃcients [27]. It should be noted
that this was the only type of damping available for a transient response analysis in
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the commercial ﬁnite element package used. To expand the Rayleigh damping over a
range of frequencies, the ﬁnite element package used relative damping:
1
ζ=
2



αdM
+ βdK 2πf
2πf


(3.3)

where f is the frequency in Hertz. Here, the proportional damping coeﬃcients were
deﬁned by the following equations:

αdM = 4πf1 f2

βdK =

ζ1 f2 − ζ2 f1
,
f22 − f12

ζ2 f2 − ζ1 f1
,
π(f22 − f12 )

(3.4)

(3.5)

where ζ1 and ζ2 are damping ratios at two prescribed frequencies, f1 and f2 , respectively [27]. The damping ratios found in the literature for neat Sylgard 184 are shown
in Table 3.2 and do not extend to the upper limit in the frequency range of interest:
i.e., approximately 10 to 620 kHz. Initially, in Case I, the Rayleigh damping was
deﬁned by ζ1 = 0.05 at f1 = 1 Hz and ζ2 = 0.23 at f2 = 100, 000 Hz, which includes
the damping ratio at the highest frequency found in literature [30]. In this case, the
model was overdamped in the majority of the frequency range of interest, as seen in
the wavenumber plot, shown in Fig. 3.3(a), which appears signiﬁcantly more damped
than the experimental results obtained at high frequency. Subsequently, in Case II,
damping values of ζ1 = 0.01 at f1 = 40, 000 Hz and ζ2 = 0.01 at f2 = 200, 000 Hz
were chosen to avoid overdamping in the frequency range of interest. The relative
damping for both Cases I and II were plotted versus frequency in Fig. 3.4. The plots
shown in Fig. 3.5 were made using the relative damping deﬁned by the values used in
Case II. A commercial ﬁnite element package was used to solve for a time-dependent
solution of the elastic wave propagation in the model. The total time solved for
was 10 ms with a 0.8 µs time step. Next, the transverse surface velocities along the
top portion of the beam were extracted at a resolution of 0.25 mm across the entire
length of the beam yielding velocity versus time data at 1,200 spatial points. By using
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Table 3.1.
A summary of the parameters used for the numerical model.
Parameters

Value

Gaussian RMS width

5 × 10−8

Gaussian peak time

0.001 s

Elastic modulus, E

2.0 MPa [7]

Density, ρ

1030 kgm−3 [23]

Poisson’s ratio, ν

0.49972

Mesh/element size

0.25 mm

Export resolution

0.25 mm

Time step

8 × 10−7 s

Total time

0.01 s

Figure 3.1. A side view of the numerical model including the boundary
conditions.

the wavenumber decompositon technique, the resulting data was converted into the
frequency-wavenumber domain. Lastly, the same longitudinal wave ﬁtting method
from Chapter 2 was used to calculate the material wave speed.

3.3

Results of the Numerical Model
The transverse velocity versus time data of ﬁve spatial points, with point 1 being

closest to the boundary load and point 5 being the farthest, is plotted in Fig. 3.5(a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2. (a) The Gaussian pulse load used in the model. (b) The
frequency spectrum of the pulse.

Table 3.2.
A summary of damping ratios found in literature for neat Sylgard 184 by
frequency.
Frequency (Hz)

Damping Ratio

Source

1

0.15

[31]

1

0.07

[32]

1

0.075

[33]

1

0.05

[30]

10

0.13

[33]

100

0.125

[34]

100,000

0.23

[30]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3. Magnitude of the velocity spectra depicted as a function of
wavenumber for the numerical model including (a) Case I and (b) Case
II. Note that in (b) the longitudinal and Rayleigh wave speeds have been
plotted and are 1059.9 and 24.3 m/s, respectfully. The color axis represents velocity in dB referenced to 1 m/s.
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Figure 3.4. Relative damping for Cases I and II plotted versus frequency.
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The corresponding distances from the boundary load beginning with point 1 are as
follows: 0.00125, 0.075, 0.15, 0.225, and 0.3 m. An important observation in the
numerical time data is that a time delay is evident between each spatial point which
indicates wave propagation, similar to the experimental results. The frequency-space
plot, shown in Fig. 3.5(b), is rather diﬃcult to interpret, but is a necessary step to
get to the frequency-wavenumber domain, shown in Fig. 3.3(b). There are several
features that appear in the numerical wavenumber plot that do not appear in the
experimental results. These features are discussed in the following section.

3.4

Discussion of Results
For the numerical model, two cases were solved with diﬀerent damping parameters.

In Case I, the damping was deﬁned by using loss factor values found in the literature,
which only included damping ratios up to 100 kHz. This case resulted in overdamping
in the frequency range of interest. In Case II, new damping parameters were chosen to
avoid overdamping in the frequency range of interest, which resulted in a frequencywavenumber plot similar to the experimental data. It can be concluded that there is
a need for accurate damping ratios of neat Sylgard 184 at higher frequencies.
The numerically calculated Case II frequency-wavenumber data is shown in
Fig. 3.3(b) and replicates the experimental wave dispersion and longitudinal wave
speed very well; wave dispersion is evident and the asymptotic envelope matches
closely with the experimental data. However, there are several features here that
are not seen in the experimental data. The ﬁrst feature starts around 0 Hz and a
wavenumber of 0, and rises linearly in the negative wavenumber direction to about
24 kHz at a wavenumber of -1000 m−1 . This feature has a slope magnitude of about
24.1 m/s and the calculated Rayleigh wave speed (vRay ) in this model was found to
be 24.3 m/s using the following characteristic equation [35, 36]:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5. (a) Time response of the numerical model at ﬁve spatial
locations across the top of the beam with point 1 being closest to the
boundary load. (b) Magnitude of the velocity spectra depicted as a function of distance across the beam for the numerical model. The color axis
represents velocity in dB referenced to 1 m/s. Note that these plots were
generated using the damping parameters for Case II.
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(vRay v2S )6 − 8 (vRay v2S )4 + 24 − 16 (v2S v2L )2 (vRay v2S )2 − 16 1 − (v2S v2L )2 = 0
(3.6)
where v2L was taken to be 1059.93 m/s as found in the model and v2S was calculated
using the initial model parameters E, ν, and ρ in the shear wave speed equation, for
homogeneous 3-dimensional solids:
s
v2S = csolid,s =

G
=
ρ

s

E
,
2ρ(1 + ν)

(3.7)

where G is the shear modulus [29]. Therefore, it has been concluded that the ﬁrst
feature is the Rayleigh wave of this 2D beam and the matching wave speed has been
plotted in Fig. 3.3(b). This Rayleigh wave is not seen in the experimental data; this
is probably due to the piezoelectric transducer’s inability to excite the samples at
low frequencies. The second feature appears in the upper right portion of Fig. 3.3(b).
This feature seems to be a parallel image of the higher frequency, non-dispersive wave
content in the negative wavenumber region. The third feature that appears only in
the numerical frequency-wavenumber data are the lines between approximately 50
and 200 kHz in the positive wavenumber region: this feature is likely a spatially
aliased continuation of the Rayleigh wave. The cause of the second feature remains
unknown. It should also be noted that the resulting material wave speed for the
numerical model was highly sensitive to the chosen Poisson’s ratio.

3.5

Conclusions
A numerical model of a 2D neat Sylgard 184 beam was created and, as in the exper-

iment, the surface velocities were extracted from the beam. By applying the wavenumber decomposition technique and using the same wave ﬁtting technique described in
Chapter 2, the resulting numerical and experimental frequency-wavenumber data correspond very well. Furthermore, as in the experimental data, parabolic-shaped wave
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dispersions are evident and the longitudinal material wave speed is near the experimental speed. The numerical model described in this chapter displayed promising
results for predicting the wave properties at high frequencies. For a material of interest, common materials science experiments could provide the input parameters to the
numerical model and, subsequently, predict the wave properties. This method of predicting the wave properties would be optimal as common materials science devices,
e.g. quasi-static tensile and compressive testers, tend to be more readily available
in labs as compared to the instrumentation used in the wave property experiment
described in Chapter 2.
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4. QUASI-STATIC AND DYNAMIC MATERIAL PROPERTY
CHARACTERIZATION OF NEAT BINDER AND PARTICULATE COMPOSITE
MATERIALS
4.1

Introduction
In this chapter, the characterization of the quasi-static and dynamic material

properties for the materials used in this work are described. The materials include
the neat Sylgard 184 and sugar-loaded Sylgard 184 composites. The intent here is
to provide quasi-static and dynamic material properties associated with the samples
used in the wave speed experiment. Uniaxial tensile tests were conducted to calculate
the quasi-static elastic modulus and the ultimate tensile strength for each material.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) tests were also conducted to characterize the
materials as a function of frequency. Poisson’s ratios were calculated for neat Sylgard
184 and 50% sugar-loaded Sylgard 184 by combining the measured values from this
chapter and those given in Chapter 2.
The purpose of measuring these material properties was to understand how well
they can predict the wave properties of that material at high frequencies. While
the wavenumber decomposition technique can be used to measure the high frequency
wave properties, it is desired that more readily available materials science lab equipment could be used to generate the input parameters of a numerical model to then
predict these wave properties. Fig. 4.1 mapped two methods for acquiring the desired wave properties (denoted by the green element), i.e. longitudinal wave speeds,
shear wave speeds, attenuation coeﬃcients, and critical (or cut-on) frequencies. The
ﬁrst method, shown above the ‘Desired Wave Properties’ element, was the wavenumber decomposition experiment described in Chapter 2 from which the desired wave
properties can be obtained. The second method, shown below the ‘Desired Wave
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the methods for acquiring the desired wave
properties. The ﬁrst method is shown above the element labeled ‘Desired
Wave Properties’. The second method is shown below the element labeled ‘Desired Wave Properties’. The dashed box around the quasi-static
and dynamic elements indicate that these are both common tests used to
characterize materials.

Properties’ element, involved quasi-static and/or dynamic material experiments in
conjunction with a numerical model to acquire the desired wave properties. It would
be optimal to be able to acquire these desired wave properties by using the latter
method described.

4.2

Sample Preparation

4.2.1

Materials

The neat Sylgard 184, 50, and 85% sugar composite solutions used to cast the
samples here were mixed using the same process as described in Section 2.2.
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4.2.2

DMA Compression Samples

A mold for DMA compression clamp samples is shown in Fig. 4.2; it was 3D printed
out of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) on an Ultimaker 3 printer, therefore making
it possible to cast cylindrical samples 12 mm in diameter and 5 mm in thickness. After
the neat Sylgard 184 solution was mixed and degassed, it was carefully poured into
the mold. The mixture was then cured in the mold for 4, 12, or 168 hr to make binder
samples of diﬀerent stiﬀnesses. A Grieve Corporation NBS-400 oven was used to cure
the Sylgard 184 at 60◦ C. One set of samples was cured at room temperature (23◦ C)
for 48 hr. Six samples were made for each respective curing time.

4.2.3

DMA Single Cantilever Samples

A three piece, aluminum mold was made to cast rectangular DMA single catilever
samples of dimensions 30 mm x 10 mm x 4 mm. The 50% and 85% sugar solutions
were then poured or packed into the mold. These samples were cured at 60◦ C for
4 hr. The aluminum mold and resulting composite samples are shown in Fig. 4.3.

4.2.4

Dogbone-Shaped Uniaxial Tensile Test Samples

Several molds were 3D printed to yield dogbone-shaped samples with dimensions
in accordance with the ASTM D412 die A. The mold for the neat Sylgard samples
was 3D printed out of TPU, and the mold for the composite samples was 3D printed
out of acrylonitrile butadience styrene (ABS). Neat Sylgard 184, 50%, and 85% sugar
solutions were then poured or packed into these molds and cured at 60◦ C for 4 hr.
Five samples of each material were fabricated for uniaxial tensile testing. Fig. 4.4
shows a picture of one of each of these dogbone-shaped samples.
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Figure 4.2. A picture of the neat Sylgard 184 samples used for the DMA
compression tests and the 3D printed mold that the samples were cast in.

Figure 4.3. (left) A picture of 50% and 85% sugar samples used for the
DMA single cantilever tests and (right) a picture of the aluminum mold
used to cast the samples. Note there are also cut-outs for 35 mm long
samples suitable for DMA dual cantilever or three point bending tests.
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Figure 4.4. Picture of the uniaxial tensile test samples fabricated to the
dimensions of the ASTM D412 Die A standard by molding the samples.
From left to right: neat Syglard 184, 50% sugar, and 85% sugar.
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4.3

Tests and Methods

4.3.1

Quasi-Static Tensile Tests

Tensile tests were performed on 0%, 50%, and 85% sugar-loaded Sylgard 184 samples. A Mark–10 ESM 1500 tensile/compression tester was used to conduct uniaxial
tensile tests. A rate of elongation of 10 mm/min was used for the neat Sylgard (0%
sugar) samples cured at 4 hr and 60◦ C. A 250 N load cell was used for all of the samples to obtain the highest resolution load measurements. Five samples of each type
of material were tested. Prior to testing, the initial cross-sectional area at the neck
of each sample was measured using a digital caliper. The initial length of the gauge
section was also measured. The load and the travel were obtained from the tensile
tester. The stress was calculated by dividing the load at each point by the original
cross-sectional area. The strain was calculated by dividing the travel by the initial
length of the gauge section of the sample. Next, the stress versus strain was plotted
for each test and the elastic modulus was computed by the user selecting the linear
region over which the slope was calculated. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was
reported as the maximum amount of stress that a sample experienced during the test.

4.3.2

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

Dynamic Compression Tests: Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) tests were
performed on a TA Instruments DMA Q800 testing system using a compression clamp
for the neat Sylgard 184 and running a multi-strain frequency test with a frequency
sweep at ambient temperature (25◦ C). A static force of 2 N and an oscillation amplitude of 20 µm were used. The frequency sweep included 5 points per decade from
0.1 to 10 Hz. Three samples of each neat Sylgard 184 curing method (4, 12, 48 and
168 hr) were tested three times each and the results were averaged for a total of
nine averages per curing method. The material properties measured were the storage
modulus (E ’ ), loss modulus (E ’’ ), and loss factor (E ’’ /E ’ ).
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Dynamic Single Cantilever Tests: The composite sugar samples were tested
on the DMA using a single cantilever clamp. This clamp was used because it has an
operating range more suitable for materials with higher moduli than the compression
clamp, and a higher modulus was expected for the composite samples. Again, the
same frequency sweep was used at the ambient temperature with the same oscillation
amplitude of 20 µm. Three samples of each, 50% and 85% sugar, were tested three
times each and averaged for a total of nine averages per composite material.

4.4

Results
The neat Sylgard 184 DMA data can be found on the left in Fig. 4.5 and data

corresponding to the 0, 50, and 85% sugar-loaded Syglard 184 data can be found on
the right in Fig. 4.5. Note that the 4 hr cured neat Syglard 184 data (0% Sugar) is
shown in the composite plots for reference. Tensile stress versus strain plots for each
material are shown in Fig. 4.6. A comparison of the results for each material is given
in Table 4.1. A progression of photographs were taken during the tensile tests for
each material and are shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9.

Table 4.1.
Summary of the material testing results. The neat Sylgard 184 material
data is shown here for reference and was cured for the same time (4 hr)
as the sugar composites. All of the DMA data shown here was measured
at room temperature and 1 Hz.
Material

U T S (MPa)

E (MPa)

E ’ (MPa)

E ’’ (MPa) Loss factor

Neat Sylgard

1.04±0.20

0.82±0.02

1.30±0.06

0.13±0.01

0.10±0.00

50% Sugar

0.38±0.06

2.18±1.59 12.89±1.70

1.47±0.23

0.11±0.00

85% Sugar

0.07±0.03

5.66±1.63 30.41±4.48

5.72±1.12

0.19±0.01
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 4.5. DMA frequency sweep results for neat Sylgard 184 samples
cured for various times and temperatures: (a) storage modulus, (c) loss
modulus, and (e) loss factor and for 0, 50, and 85% sugar-loaded Sylgard
184 samples: (b) storage modulus, (d) loss modulus, and (f) loss factor.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6. Tensile stress versus strain curves for Sylgard 184 with sugar
loadings of (a) 0%, (b) 50%, and (c) 85% by mass. All of the samples
were cured for 4 hr at 60◦ C.
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Figure 4.7. Tensile testing photographs of the neat Sylgard 184 sample
3. Photographs were taken at clamp elongations of 6, 18, 30, and 42 mm
from left to right, respectively. An additional photograph of the fractured
sample on the far right.

Figure 4.8. Tensile testing photographs of the 50% sugar sample 3. Photographs were taken at clamp elongations of 6, 18, 30, and 42 mm from left
to right, respectively. An additional photograph of the fractured sample
on the far right.
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Figure 4.9. Tensile testing photographs of the 50% sugar sample 3. Photographs were taken at clamp elongations of 1, 1.95, 2.58, and 3.6 mm
from left to right, respectively. An additional photograph of the fractured
sample on the far right.
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4.5

Calculation of Poisson’s Ratio
Poisson’s ratios can be calculated for the neat Sylgard 184 cured for 4 hr and

50% sugar-loaded Sylgard 184 from the measurements reported thus far by using the
equation for longitudinal wave speeds in a 3D solid [29]. From Chapter 2, the densities
and longitudinal wave speeds were measured and averaged for the neat Sylgard 184
and 50% sugar samples. In this chapter, the elastic moduli were measured by means
of quasi-static and dynamic tests. By taking the moduli from tensile testing data, the
Poisson’s ratios, ν, were calculated to be νqs,0% = 0.4999 and νqs,50% = 0.4998. When
the moduli from DMA testing are extracted at 1 Hz, Poisson’s ratio was calculated to
be νd,0% = 0.4998 and νd,50% = 0.4989, for the 0 and 50% sugar samples, respectively.

4.6

Discussion and Conclusions
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the elastic modulus for neat Sylgard 184 was ex-

pected to increase as curing time and temperature were increased. By looking at
the DMA data in Fig 4.5(a), the storage modulus for the 48 hr material cured at
room temperature was the lowest, which was expected. For the neat Sylgard cured at
60◦ C, the 4 and 12 hr material resulted in storage moduli as expected; however, the
neat Sylgard cured for 168 hr exhibited a storage modulus lower than both of these.
It is possible that the material became too stiﬀ after curing for 168 hr and moved
outside of the DMA compression clamp operating zone. Then, focusing on the sugarloaded DMA storage modulus results in Fig. 4.5(b), the storage modulus increased
with increasing solids loading. It can also be observed in Fig. 4.5(f) that the loss
factor was nearly the same for the 0 and 50% materials and then nearly doubled for
the 85% material. This indicates more damping in the 85% material, which suggests
more energy dissipated as heat. This is likely due to more crystal-crystal interactions
in the 85% material as the crystals are more closely packed together than the other
materials. In general, this suggests that there may be an increase in heat generation
for higher solids loading cases.
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It can be seen in Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) that the uniaxial tensile results for the 0
and 50% sugar-loaded Sylgard 184 were very repeatable. One interesting feature to
note in Fig. 4.6(b) is that there appears to be two linear elastic regions for a couple
of the samples. This phenomenon may result from the sugar delaminating from the
binder material. It should also be noted that sample 85-004-01 was fabricated in a
separate batch than the rest of the 85% samples, which likely explains the deviation
of that sample in Fig. 4.6(c). From Figs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, it can be observed that
the 85% material was much more brittle than both the 0 and 50% materials.
The Poisson’s ratios for neat Sylgard 184 and 50% sugar-loaded Sylgard 184 were
calculated using the measured longitudinal wave speeds, densities, and dynamic or
quasi-static elastic moduli. All of the results gave a Poisson’s ratio close to 0.5. This
method of measuring Poisson’s ratio may be more accurate than traditional methods.
If the Poisson’s ratio, elastic modulus, and density could be accurately measured
for these mock energetic materials, a high-ﬁdelity numerical model could predict the
wave speeds in these materials without the need for the wave property experiment
described in Chapter 2. In addition, the same numerical model could accurately
predict the cut-on frequencies and wave dispersion in the material if accurate damping
values could be measured at high frequencies.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
An alternative method for measuring material wave speeds was described in Chapter
2. This method allowed for clear visualization of the wave dispersion in the material.
By having this visualization, the longitudinal wave can be easily identiﬁed and its
wave speed estimated. Cut-on frequencies of modes can also be seen in the data.
Initially, a PBX binder material was tested at various curing times to display the
ability of the wave speed measurement procedure and to provide PBX binder wave
speeds and additional information at higher frequencies. For comparison to a traditional wave speed measurement technique, a ‘pitch and catch’ experiment was also
conducted on the neat binder beams. The sugar-loaded beams’ wave speeds could not
be tested using this method. The results of both experiments showed that the ‘pitch
and catch’ method consistently measured a slightly slower wave speed than the wave
speed method detailed in Chapter 2. In order to better represent a PBX material,
sugar was used as a surrogate for RDX crystals and was loaded in the binder material
at a composition of 50% by mass. Due to the 50% sugar material being more dissipative than the neat binder, several adjustments had to be made to the wave speed test
in order to capture the surface velocities. These adjustments included using a smaller
bandwidth and applying higher input power level to the excitation transducer, as well
as measuring a smaller segment of the beam. The resulting longitudinal wave speeds
for the 50% composite sugar samples were all higher than the neat binder samples.
This alternative method for measuring material wave speeds proved eﬀective for capturing informative data in the ultrasonic frequency range. In addition, this method
was able to measure the wave speeds in the 50% sugar-loaded material, while the
‘pitch and catch’ could not. The main advantages of using the wavenumber decomposition technique are that the non-dispersive longitudinal wave can be distinguished
from the dispersive waves and that many points are used to ﬁt the material wave
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speed as compared to just two points in the ‘pitch and catch’ method; hence, leading
to a more robust prediction of material wave speed. However, this method does have
its disadvantages. The ﬁrst is that the experiment may be diﬃcult to replicate as
the setup is unique and requires costly instrumentation. Secondly, measurements at
numerous spatial points at a high resolution are required. This means that longer
samples are needed for the experiment and this proves diﬃcult for highly dissipative materials as the surface velocities attenuate after only a short distance from the
excitation transducer.
In Chapter 3, a 2D numerical model was described that was intended to replicate the results found in the wave speed experiments. As in the experiment, surface velocities were extracted from the commercial ﬁnite element software and the
same wavenumber decomposition technique was applied to the data. The resulting
frequency-wavenumber plots replicated the experimental data very well for the wave
dispersion and measured longitudinal wave speed. The numerical model required an
extremely ﬁne mesh to capture the necessary spatial variation. It is also important
to note that the wave speed is highly sensitive to the Poisson’s ratio, as expected. If
all of the numerical input parameters were well characterized, this model could allow
one to bypass the wave speed experiment in order to more readily obtain the desired
wave properties.
The quasi-static and dynamic material properties for the neat binder, Sylgard
184, and sugar-loaded binder were given in Chapter 4. Uniaxial tensile tests were
conducted on each material and the elastic modulus was calculated and averaged
for each. Resulting loss factors were approximately the same for 0 and 50% solids
loading, but nearly doubled for the 85% solids loading. This likely indicates more
crystal-crystal interactions in the 85% material than the other materials studied in
this work and might suggest more heat generation for higher solids loadings. Lastly,
values for the Poisson’s ratio of the neat Sylgard 184 and 50% sugar-loaded Sylgard
184 were calculated based on the measurements conducted in this work.
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6. FUTURE WORK
Future research should focus on combining the wave speed measurement technique
and results from Chapter 2, the numerical model from Chapter 3, and the material
properties found in Chapter 4 in order to eliminate the need for replicating the wave
speed experiment presented here. It is desired that only common materials science
experiments and a numerical model would be needed to predict the wave speeds, dispersion, and attenuation coeﬃcients of the material of interest at high frequencies.
This would be a more replicable technique as compared to the unique experimental
setup from Chapter 2. But ﬁrst, more experimental data should be collected and
the current data should be further explored. Time-temperature superposition for the
materials used in this work would give the dynamic material properties in the same frequency range at which the materials have been tested for wave speeds. It would be of
interest to further explore a connection between two frequency-dependent properties,
the loss factor which can be measured using a DMA, and the attenuation coeﬃcient
which can be calculated using the information collected in Chapter 2. Next, it would
also be of interest to collect similar wave speed information for materials with higher
damping, as these materials better replicate a real PBX material. The fabrication
of samples with a smaller cross-sectional area may also result in suﬃcient surface
velocities further from the excitation transducer to be measured. An expansion of
the current 2D numerical model into 3D would also better replicate the geometry of
the experimental beams. That is, expanding the model to another dimension would
result in wave dispersion more akin to the experimental results.
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